journal club, we discussed Vetter and colleague's manuscript regarding survey results of robotic surgical training for obstetric and gynecology residents in the United States [1] . In this study, 177 residents completed a 31-item questionnaire that covered a range of topics surrounding robotic training. Surprisingly, over 30% of respondents did not need to complete a robotics training course prior to working on the console, and 50% did not have formal evaluations during their robotic training, When asked what area of robotic training was most and least useful, 50% thought that the dual console was the most useful and 50% thought that online modules were least useful. Personal time was often stated as a major limitation to robotic training, given most residents are not allotted robotic training time during a normal workweek. Discussion ensued (see supplementary Table 1 ).
There was consensus that formal robotic surgery curriculum is absolutely necessary. Because there is significant variation between centers (1) any training curriculum should not focus on a specific simulator, robot, or model (2) , as mentioned in a review of robotic training curriculum [2] .
Virtual simulators, as well as dry and wet lab environments (3), are necessary to teach residents to use the pedals, clutch, and drive the camera (4), but allowing residents to use such modalities requires specific curriculum and direction (5). In addition, trainees need formal evaluations of their simulation progress (6). Because access to simulation centers often does not align with hours residents are free (7), formal evaluations from faculty can be difficult to obtain. Video recording of simulator work is one potential solution (8), but this might not capture true hand technique at the console (9). Live mentoring with both trainee and faculty in a simulation center would allow more opportunities to correct trainees, as well as allow trainees a closer opportunity to watch how faculty operate on a simulator up close (10).
These sentiments were echoed in the first poll of the discussion (Fig. 1) , where the majority of respondents felt live faculty presence was the best way to evaluate trainees completing a robotic training curriculum.
However, downsides to simulation were also mentioned. For example, digital simulators are lacking with tissue handling and dissection (11) and there is limited access to animal and cadaver simulation (12). Dry labs might be a more ideal setting for practice, as suturing is more realistic, plus there are models that allow dissection practice (13).
Another area of debate was resident exposure to bedside assisting during robotic surgery. In the second poll of the journal club, the majority of respondents (73%) felt that trainees need to do at least 10 cases as a bedside assistant (Fig. 2) . Bedside assisting gives a thorough exposure to robotic arm mechanics and function, and is sometimes a trainee's first exposure to laparoscopy (14-15). Some residents might view the bedside assist as a menial task, however, it is an invaluable experience that ultimately makes a better robotic surgeon (16). And, while the quantity of cases at the bedside might not be the most important metric (17), achieving competence at the bedside is a must (18).
Ultimately, a multi-modality curriculum, with live simulation and timely feedback by faculty, are important to ensure trainees receive appropriate robotics exposure prior Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https ://doi.org/10.1007/s1170 1-018-0794-5) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
to performing live surgery, as well as throughout their years of training (19).
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